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Fr. Carlo Muratori
born 1912 in Bologna
died 29.7.1959 in Verona
C. Muratori lived in the Southern Sudan between 1927 and 1936.
From 1948 to 1950 and from 1952 to 1959 he lived in Khartum,
where he devoted mich of his time to the study of several lan-
guages of the Nuba Mountains. In addition to his unpublished
linguistia notes he also published several eduoational religions
pamphlets in these languages.
The position of Jebel Turjuk (Rashad District, Southern Kordofan)
31°E.
10 5 O 10 20 30 km
INTRODUCTION
The Orig language
Orig is the name suggested for the language - or dialect - spoken at
and around Jebel (Mount) TUTjuk near Rashad in the Province of Southern
Kordofan, Sudan. In this language, the J. Turjuk area is cdlled
tóórig, the people are referred to as yóórigj sg. •woorigj and the name
of the language is qóórig. Orig belongs to one of the Kordofanion
groups of languages for which we suggest the name RASHAD Group. Accord-
ing to STEVENSON (1956-57), this group consiste of two dialect clusters
which hè named "Tegali" and "Tagoy". They are spoken on two mountain
ranges to the north and north-west of Rashad. The most conspicuous
différence between the two dialect clusters lies in the présence in the
latter of a system of noun classes with concord marked by préfixes vs.
its absence in the former. Orig belongs to the Tagoy cluster, i.e. the
one with noun alasses. Another dialect of this cluster spoken at Tumale
is known from a series of articles by Lorenz Tutschek published between
1847 and 1853. They were based on the research of his brother Karl
Tutschek who died in 1843. Muratori reports that the Orig people use
the term qgggl§ to refer to the language group as a whole; he uses the
terms tçgçlç for the country and sg. wçgg'lç / pi. yç'gçlç for the speak-
ers. On the maps, the place-name is spelled "Taqali".
The informant Adam Isa
Adam Isa was born in 1944, his parents were Isa Mahmud and Arma Gasim,
both from J. Turjuk. Adam completed the two years "Kitaab" school at
home, and then he was taken as a servant by his teacher to Berber,
where he followed another two years of schooling. In November, 1956,
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he came i.n contact wïth Fr. Carlo Muratori who was at that time work-
ing at Comboni Collège in Khartum. Muratorï reports that Adam was an
intelligent informant, and that hè had a slight stammer. They worked
together once a week for a short period of at most several months.
The original manuscript
The present publication is based solely on an unpublished manuscript by
Fr. Carlo Muratori entitled "The qoorig or qogole language". Hence-
forth, we refer to this manuscript simply as NOTES. These NOTES, al-
though extensive, do not form a complete, coherent manuscript. They
consist of several unfinished parts, some of which exist in more than
one draft. The main part of approximately one hundred pages aontains
grammatical notes covering phonology and morphology. It also contains
lengthy digressions on such topics as: Bantu noun dass préfixes; a
singulative formative found in "Nilohamitic" and Nilotic languages;
the non-existence of gender and case in Orig; large-scale oomparisons
of personal pronouns and numerals, quoting the forms of dozens of Afri-
can languages based mainly on A. TROMBETTI (I pronomi personali, 1908)
and H.H. JOHNSTON (A comparative study of the Bantu and, Semi-Bantu
languages, 2 vols., 1919); the migratory history of varions African
peoples or races; etc. The rest of the NOTES are mainly varions drafts
of word-lists, both Orig-English and English-Orig. Together, these
amount to some sixty pages. Finally, there are a few pages of ethno-
graphical notes. The NOTES are written in English, with occasional ex-
planations added in Italian and Arabic.
On the whole, the NOTES represent a highly commendable effort on the
part of their author to provide a pioneering work on the Orig language.
However, it was apparent to Muratori himself that his manuscript was
not suitable for publication in its present form. His work, neverthe-
less, is important enough as a first step towards the description of
Orig to warrant being published. Because of this, the present authors
undertook a complete revision of his NOTES in order to make his findings
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accessible to other linguiste.
The présent manuscript
In January, 1975, when thé senior author visited thé Nuba Mountains for
a linguistic survey of Kordofanian, hè enjoyed the hospitality of the
Comboni mi-ssionaries at El Obeid. On his visit, hè made a list of the
linguistic papers left by the late Fr. Carlo Muratori, of which the
most complete ones appered to be the NOTES. He was given a aopy of
these NOTES and promised to try and prépare them for publication.
From these NOTES, a completely new manuscript was written with the help
of the second author, who prepared extensive card-files on all the lexi-
cal and grammatical information contained in the NOTES. All factual
information is included in the new manuscript, as well as many of Mura-
tori 's analytical insights. We have, however, not included reflections
which we considered not relevant to a strictly linguistic description
of Orig. Throughout this work, we have stayed close to the transcrip-
tion found in the NOTES- we have applied a few typographical conversions,
but we have not regularized the data in any way.
Although we are well aware that the present description is still far
from complete, we feel its publication is justified in this linguistic-
ally neglected area.
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J. SOUNDS AND SPELLING
Consonants
The following consonant phonèmes ooaur:





NASALS m n ji 13
GLIDES y w
Between two non-obstruents , stops appear as voiced. In final position,
they may be unreleased.
p/b : purà/y\.burà laloba tree
t/d : wit/yxdin guinea-fowl
c/ j : wflèc/yiljon giraffe
k/g : córók/porgón %pe of antilope
This voioing rule does not stop at word (?) boundaries.
qai q i -dur iji bile (lit. 'water of gall-blad-
of. tu'riji gall-bladder der'}
kibii ki-dógole Mount Taqali
af. tçgglç place/village of the Taqali
people
Loan words (from Arabic) do not always conform to this rule.
galam/salmat pencil < Ar. qalam
Also, the name of the people and of the language of Jebel Turjuk is
oonsistently spelled with final g or g (i.e. unreleased stop).
yóórig people from J. Turjuk
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In OUT spelling, we use the familiär two sets of syrribols to distinguish
voioed from voiceless allophones.
The stops as well as the sonorants r, l, m, n oocasionally occur
doubled in intervocalic position. Such double (phonetically lengthened)
consonants appear to be concentrated in the short lists of kinship









As is consistent with the -ooioing rule (cf. p. 7), doublé stops are
voiceless. There are two exceptions.
r _. \
algaddum adze < Ar. al-gaddüm
kaj jam devil's thorn
It is possible that some intervocalic voiceless stops are to be inter-
preted as doublé stops.
nùkarà drum < Ar. nuqqära (Sudan-Ar. q =
wikok „ wukkók two
There is some doubt as to the unitary phonemic status of the apical
stop. Interdental, dental, and alveolar articulation all occur, but
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the (inter) dental articulation is said to be more frequent than the al-
veolar one. However, words whioh ocaur more than once in fhe NOTES
are with disaoneerting frequenoy spelled variously with either t/d or
with £/d. We shall therefore not mark this différence. (This is in
agreement with thé position taken both in STEVENSON 1956-57 and in
TUCKER & BRÏAN 1966.)
c, j are pure (palatal) plosives, not affricates.
q followed by i may beoome palatalized to thé point of beooming a pure
palatal nasal.
qifi ~ q^ifi - jiiff méat
This appears to be an optional low-level phonologiaal rule. Both q and
ji are attested preoeding ail différent vowels.
rjida doorways jiiq ahildren
çaraf fat jiànderè dwarfs
horns jiudén birds
Nasals may be pronounaed very weakly in final position.
~ tùlùijan elbow
yimbói3i.t knee
(In thé latter variants, thé plural is marked, i.a., by -an and-\t3
respeatively . )
It may be due to this feeble pronunoiation that the pluralizing suffix
is sometimes spelled -Vq instead of the more fréquent -Vn.
tïgi/yagyaq medioine (from trees)
yinandàr/qinandàràq rook
The glides y and w appear as noun olass préfixes, and as suah they may
précède all the différent vowels.
win/yfnét snake
wàm/yàmat type of snake
wus/yûsén type of monkey
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Word-initially, y before i and w before u is sometimes optional.
yjleji ~ jj.lej-1 anus
wàtta - ùtta one
In final position, glides are rare. On the other hand, a number of
words end in vowel plus i/u., and such 'diphthongs' are (almost) non-
existent in other positions. We find it impossible to décide whether
these two types of séquences are oontrastive or not.
cibay stomach kaï' head
cagóy lamb 1301' blood
inéw bad tiyeu valley
tiyàù/tiyàuwit wilderness
Both y and w appear word-medially between vowels.
yoyoq/coyoq type of wild fowl
t] 9 wan tears
In one case, word final y apparently varies with medial j.
woy/yuwujin ~ yuwuyin he-goat
In thé formation of plurale when a suffix -VC is added, a vowel may
become a glide. Again, the spelling is probably inconsistent: the
séquence i/u plus vowel is also found in this environment.






The consonants J", h, z occur in a few obvions (Arabie) loan-~words.
Janab moustache < Ar. sanab
hamam domesticated pigeon < Ar. hamäm
zeet oil < Ar. zayt
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The occurring consonant sequenaes ave listed in the following table.








The séquences marked (+) consist of two identioal consonants; they have
been presented above (p. 8). The séquences consonant-plus-glide
are fully exemplified on p. 10.
The majority of the consonant séquences contains a sonorant in at
least one position. The most frequent corribinations consist of a nasal
plus a homorganic stop: mb, nd, qg. The séquence nj pvobably stands
fov jij j and the séquence ng (occurring onoe in s ing ir 'nasal mucus ' )
may be misspelled for qg.
The stops between a sonorant and a vowel appear as voiced (cf. p. 7).





kadaqkan/sidaqkan type of hoe
There ave thvee examples of séquences consisting of two non-identical
obstvuents.
wuskin/yïskinit type of knife < Ar. sikkïn
yi'fcin/qi'fcin body
g^gdiraa Arabic
of. ksdraa/sidraa ~ kadiraa/sidiraa Arab
Séquences of consonants frequently avise thvough vowel elision in the
formation of plurals when syllables ave pvefixed and/ov suffixen to
the singuiav form. In some cases the vowel elision appeavs to be
optional .
f j n i'n/y i f n in eav
pùràn/yùbùrnét (upper) arm
f§rai] ~ frag cow
Theve ave two instances of séquences of thvee consonants.
~ nndir nose
yinéndàr/qinéndar ~ yinéndak/qinendrak rook
VoweIs
The system of vowels cannot be stated with any confidence. Consequent-
ly, the table below is but a guide to the transcription actually fol-
lowed. Such a cautions position is indicated by the numevous examples








In addition, the following vowels appear with very low incidence:
ï, ë, ae, ,̂ i|.
In thé NOTES, the set i, e, as, o, u is classified as "tense", the set
i, e, a. o, u as "lax".
MURATOEI explicitly states that no system of vowel harmony émerges from
the available data.
The vowels i, e, e, o, o, u are olose to but somewhat lower than the
corresponding cardinal vowels. i is desoribed as being higher than
the vowel in English "bit"; u lies halfway betaeen the cardinal
vowels 7 and 8.
The phonetic values of ï and 'è are not known. The vowels ocaur in
the following words:
x*







The low vowel a lies between cardinal vowels 4 and 5.
A vowel ée ocaurs as a spelling variant in two words. This vowel is
described as similar to cardinal vowel 43 but "tense" with retracted
tongue.
kàebœr ™ ka bar earth
gèrèm a t ~ qèrèmat canine teeth
(In the NOTES our a is spelled a; our a is normally spelled thus, but
a when attention is being drawn to its lax quality.)
The vowel e is described as "central", but also as a "retracted", "dark"
variety of a. (In thé NOTES, it is spelled either ä or 'à.) It is not in-
frequent, and nay be the only vowel in a root.
mbst goat
pek brow
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The other two central vowels ave described as "less dark" ̂  and "darker"
^ than a 3 respectively ; but the matter is not olear.
They only oocur in pronouns (af. p. 55) , and in one other word.
ylg^n J q^gdlraa Arabie
thou
Three degrees o f vowel length have been noted: short, normal, and long.





yçgglç' people from Taqali
yóórig people from J. Turjuk
No nouns of the structures C~\£(C) or CVV(C) occur. No two long vowels
have been found in one word.
Four tone levels are marked in thé NOTES: high, mid, low-mid, and low.
This notation has been reduced to two tones, H and L, with almost com-
plète regularity} in thé following way :
— high, whioh occurs only a f ter mid, is replaced by H;
— mid bef or e high is replaced by L, and elsewhere by H;
— low-mid, which oaaurs only in phrase final position after low
is replaced by H; and
— low is replaced by L.
We mark H with an acute and L with a grave accent. No accent means that
tone was not marked in the NOTES. Tone marks occur generally above vowels,
and occasionally above nasals followed by another consonant. Such nasals
are presumably syllabic.
mbat goat
In one, two, and three syllable words, ail possible combinations of high
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and low tones occur.
L wam 'type o f snake











EEL kyl̂ kur wild pigeon
EEH kudurik ohidken
Valling tones also oacur, but rarely. If they are found in word-final
position, they are marked by a oiroumflex accent.
maqga Nuba
samât wells
Medially, they are followed by a nasal plus another consonant. In these
cases, the low tone mark is placed above the nasal.
yiqgat eye
kemdi rat
Vowel séquences are rare, except in Word-final position (cf. p. 10).
kian type of lizard
ciriya/jiiria first-born son (n.pr.)
kànjo daylight
Vowels within one word influence each other. No rules have been worked
out to describe thèse changes.
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-et kùlut/sylutét type of snake
-it tendeji/QEdejiit lower leg
-it kiris/sirisit type of lizard
-ot kànjàk/sinjjgot mouth
-t tyly/yùlut elbow
Root vowels frequently undergo changes, too.
o/o/u wór/yoron/yiwurin baobab tree
a/4 kan jak/sznj^got mouth
s/4 pak/pjkat brou
e/i usèrèn/yisirnldxn gazelle
a/a yof§q/qofsqàt type O/ uiZd fowl
Vowel elision is fréquent in thé formation of noun plurals when a suffix
is added (of. p. 12). In many cases thé following change is involved
between sg. and pi. forms:
C^ may be a prefix, in which case it changes in thé plural, often with
a concomitant change o f V~. Or it may be part o f the stem, in which case
a prefix may précède it in the plural. In most cases, either C„ or both




However, in other words where the same conditions are present, no vowel
elision takes place.
t . arak/y . àràg . àt skin
t.erem/q.èrèm.àt canine tooth
t . iras/y . iras . in bull
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II. NOUNS AND NOUN PLURALS
Introduction
Most nouns consist of a consonantal prefix and a stem, The préfixes
aan be identified by their alternations betaeen singular and plural.
y . orné/ 13 . ome bée
k. am/s. am hoir
k. us/s. us bone
Certain classes o f nouns have no prefix (alternatively: a zero prefix)
in either thé singular or in both singular and plural. In thé latter
case, thé plural is marked by a suffix (v. i.).
mbat/yï.mhet goat
ódó/ódó . t mother-in-law
Sometimes it is difficult to fix the boundary between prefix and stem.
If we analyse thé préfixes as consisting of a single consonant, we
oannot account for the (sporadic) changes o f the following vowel.
Conversely, if we tdke thé shape CV as starting point, it is not clear
how to account not only for all the différent vowel changes but also
for thé non-changing vowels.
day






Generally, we shall characterize thé préfixes by single consonants;
thé question o f a possible CV shape for any individual prefix is
considered separately for that prefix.
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In addition to the marking of plural by préfixes, plural may also be
indioated by suffixes. There are two such (groupe of) suffixes, i.e.,
-7t and -Vr\, .where V stands for any vowel exoept u and u. The tone may
be high, low, or falling. The vowel is usually of "normal" length, but





There are also three examples of what apparently are vooalio suffixes
(cf. p. 9 on thé feeble prononciation of Word-final nasals, and on thé
-Fn vs. -V-Q variation).
kombaloq/sumbuloi]. o striped hyena
y i ràt/ijùrt. o kidney
coqjor]/jiui3 juq. i type of hoe






The plural suffixes may co-occur with all the différent plural pré-
fixes. Such a suffix is always present when the plural is not marked
by a prefix.
Unlike préfixes, suffixes do not mark syntactic or semantic classes
of nouns. In particular, there is no concordial agreement.
We use thé terms "dass" and "gender" in thé sensé widely accepted and
used amongst linguists working on Niger-Congo languages.
A noun olass is defined by its concord; but a Singular dass is con-
sidered to be distinct from a homophonous plural dass. A noun dass
is divided into sub-dasses when thé same concord agrées with nouns
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having different préfixes.
A gender is a singular-plural pair of neun classes, or a single noun
elass whioh does not enter into such a pairing.
The présentation below is arrangea acoording to genders. Rere the noun
classes are identified by a nurriber in addition to the concord. The
Connecting Unes indicate the major two—class genders.
PLURAL
There are sub-elasses with zero préfixes for classes l, 2, and 4, and
possibly also for classes 9 and 10. Generally, however, the noun pré-
fixes and the corresponding concords are identical.
Minor genders as well as déviations from 'regulär' concord occur; these
are discussed briefly at the end of this chapter.
In the remainder of this chapter, we list all reoorded nouns in their
genders. We omit most of the orthographie and morphological variants;
e.g., for 'upper part of the arm' we list only purn/yiburn., but not the
variants sg. pùràn, purun., pi. pùrùnat, yùbùrnét. For all such variants,
we refer the reader to the APPENDIX: English-Orig wordlist.
For each noun dass prefix we discuss the possibility of setting up
a fulier form of the shape CV.
We have stated the principle that noun classes are defined as concord
classes. The few available examples of concord indicate that the
nominal préfixes and the concords are identical; exceptions occur with
zero-pre fixes. For most nouns, however, there are no examples of con-
cord. We therefore assume that the prefix and the conoord are identical.
Keeping in mind the continuai interest in the possible semantic content
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of this type of gender, we have subdivided the exemples according to
braad semantic catégories such as 'human', 'animal', 'body part',
'plant', 'artefact', etc.
Gender 1/4: w/y
Mithin this gender, three divisions could be established on the basis
of présence vs. absence of a nominal prefix:
gender 1/4 : w/y
gender 1°/4 : 0/y
gender l°/4° : 0/0
Due to lack of sufficient data on conoord, dass 1° frequently cannot
be distinguished from dass 2 or 2°. We therefore list the nouns with
questionable zero préfixes separately after first treating the
"canonical" examples of genders 1/4 and 2/4.
Among the nouns belonging to gender 1/4 it is possible to distinguish
a few semantic groupings. However, such groupings are to be taken with
caution, firstly, because the data base is small, and seaondly, because
none of these groupings is resotricted to this gender.







woong/yoong person from J. Turjuk
w?g?l§/y?ggl§ person from Taqali














































On the basis of the ttio identified loan-words in these lists one might
wish to speoify the préfixes as wu- Cwa-Vyi-.
•wu.skin/yi.skin.xt < Ar. sikken 'knife'
ws.dsraar < Ar. damar 'date-palm'
Most examples with vowel changes seem to support such an analysis; of.
'chief, heifer, giraffe, lion, gazelle, chin'.
The forms of 'thief' are either very irregulär, or eise contaminated.
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The singular form of 'gazelle' has been interpreted as showing optional
deletion of initial w before u (cf. p.10).
Gender 2/4: (LABIAL)
There is but one word in the data with nominal prefix f.- in the singular
and y- in the plural (aoncord also f/y).
faraq/yaraq COW
In addition, there are at least two words in whioh we must recognize a
prefix p- beoause the p shows up as a (singular) concord.
péqan/piqni't name
pùnùdin/ ? type of ant
Words with initial p or f in the singular form their plurals in one of
three different ways:
(1) by replaoing f by y:
'oow' (t).s.) is the only example;
(2) by prefixing yi- (yi-, ye-J.'
purà/yjburà laloba tree
(3) by adding a suffix, but without any préfixai change:
fàçan/fàqànat éléphant




p.arat/f.art.ot (!) gum tree
The formation of plurals by prefixing yi- also ocours with other labial
consonant-initial words, i.e. with words starting in the singular with
m, mb, w. There is no indication of m or mb ever occurring as a prefix,
either by alternation or by conoord. Moreover, plural formation solely
by suffixation is not restricted to words beginning with a specifiable
dass of sounds.
In the absence of positive data on concord, we are unable to décide all ~
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the questions of dass membership. We shall simply list these words
below in what seem to us appropriate groupings.
Genders with unidentified singular classes; 1/4 or 2/4
Two features are used for our grouping:
(1) the initial phonème of the singular form, whioh may be
(a) p, f, oi>
(b) m, mb, w, or
(G) others; and
(2) the type of plural formation, whioh may be
(a) by prefixing yi-j or
(b) by suffix orily, or
(a) unknown.
As words without an initial labial do not form plurals by prefixing yi-






purn/yiburn arm, upper (variant in group p/0- )
f j n i'n/y i f n i'n ear
Group fp,
pak/p\kat brow
pîn/pinét lobe o f the ear
pegan/piqnit name
bïsir/bisirit type of knife
faqan/faqanat éléphant
Group Cp,
No pluvals have been recorded for the following words.








It -is likely that most (?) of these words with initial p, f belang to
gender 2/4. Iƒ this is so, and if no conditioning can be found for the
distribution of p and f-, then dass 2 should be split into two classes,
accordingly.
The semantia groupings established for gender 1/4 seem to reour, with
the exception of "persons".
Group (m, mb, wj/yi-
maggâ/ysmaqgâ
marda/yimardat
' ' , \ ' /m§ras/yim§rsin
mbet/yimbat









woy/yuwoyin (~ 9/10) he-goat
Group
mqn/mûjiin






The word for 'horn' shows a non-récurrent internai variation between
singular and plural; a more regulär, similar word with this meaning is
found in gender 3/6:
There are no clear examples with initial mb and w; there is only a












musaan pores (of skinl
Most of these words ave (likely to bel loanwords. This is also true of
the words with initial m listed above.
Group w/?
wandok/? down-palm
wùndagàn/? type of durra
wuddji scorpion (the constellation)
woran/? termite
No plurals or conoords have been recorded for thèse words, but they be-
long àlmost eertainly to gender 1/4. Note that at least three of the
examples are plants or animais, and that they inolude no obvious loan-
words.
Group (-LABIAL;/0 or ?
A few subdivisions can be mode within this group.
Firstly, there are a nimber of kinship terms. Strietly, they should be
subdivided into (at least) two différent genders: gender 1/4 (concord
w/yj and gender 9/10 (oonoord c/p̂ . Still, we list them together hère







Secondly, this group includes a nwnber of words which initially hâve no
resemblance to any existing dass prefix. They may even start with a






















Thirdly, there are a number of words found in this group of whioh the
initial consonant is identical with some dass prefix. It is therefore
conueivable that the concord agrées with that dass - at least, in the
appropriate number,, either singular or plural. Indeed, such concordial
agreement is reoorded for 'hand' and 'enalosure' both with initial y
in the singular as well as in the plural. One might suppose that these
two words belang to a gender 5/4, but such an analysis oould not be
stretohed to explain the pairings with initial k, s, t.
karia/karlat vein, artery
kadós/kadosat pipe, for tobaooo
sidade/sidadian door
tisal/tisalat spleen




yur/yurit palm of the hand
Gender 3/4: t/y









Three other words, also body parts, occur in this gender as well as in




Four items coula be described as man-made constructions; but af. the
place-nomes in gender t- below.
tifiràq/yafraqit granary, cf. f§raq 2/4 'cow'
tiqgil/yiqgllit tower, in fields (?)
tàmbàn/yàmbànit sheepfold
tittàm/yattsm grave
The rest of the examples appears not to be amenable to semantic
charaaterization.






In a nwriber of cases the vowel following the préfixai t in the singular
is different from the vowel following the préfixai y in the plural.
If we look at the word for 'granary' which in all likelihood is derived
from 'aow' though the semantio part of the dérivation is not well
understood, then we observe singular ti.-/plural ya-. The same alternation
is found in 'medicine' and in 'root, vein', and a similar one, i.e.
te-/ya-j ooours in 'tongue'. To this we aan add the alternative plural
for the following word:
tittam/yatt^m^t grave
Finally, the only apparent counterexample 'shade' with an alternation
ta-/yi-j has a variant plural form without vowel alternation:
taglam/yaglama shade
If we have interpreted these examples correotly the füll préfixes should
be set up as ti-/ya-. The plural prefix ya- would be distinct from the
prefix dass 4 yi- serving as the plural for classes l and 2. Unfor-
tunately, there is no évidence from concord bearing on the possible
distinction yi- us. ya-.
Note also that none of the examples supporting the "füll" CV-shaped
préfixes ti-/ya- belongs to the semantic grouping 'body parts'.
Gender S/6: t/g
Almost all nouns belonging to this gender aan be characterized as body









tongue; cl. 6 also: language
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Three of the words above, 'intestines', 'breast', and 'tongue', also
occur -in gender Z/4 (v.s.).
No characteristic vowel alternations occur between singular and plural.
Class S words and gender 3: t
Some words with préfixai consonant t oocur in this dass orily; they are
to be regarded as a single dass gender. Other words are also reoorded
in one form only, with initial t3 but the plural is probably laaking
accidenta IIy.
Semantioally, words of gender S oan be divided into two groups:
(a) désignations of plaoe
(b) mass nouns.
The following nouns indioating plaoe have been recorded.
toorig the village of J. Turjuk
cf. vroórig 1/4 person from J. Turjuk
tçg^lç the village Taqali




The first tao examples suggest that there is a systematie way to dérive
plaoe-names and 'tribal' names from the same root. (For a further con-
neoted dérivation, that of language names, of. pp• 3Sf. )
The last tüo examples have been inoluded here provisionally; their mem-
bership in a two-olass gender oannot be exoluded.
Four items reoorded above as belonging to gender 3/4 oould also be
eharaoterized as désignations of place; they were: 'granary', 'tower',
'sheepfold', 'grave'. Moreover, there exist a number of adverbially
used words with initial t whioh designate places; af. pp. 5Sf. Though
nothing is known about their etymologies, they too are likely to be
instances of gender Z: t-.
SO CHAPTER TWO
The following list of six items oontains non~liquid mass nouns. Some







FianLIy, theve are three words for whiah no plural happens to be reoorded.
tur hörn, for blowing




The olearest semantic grouping within this gender is formed by a number




yamdók/qamdók fruit of doum-palm
cf. wàndok doum-palm
yçmçno/qomono fruit of palmyra













/ \ . / \
yimri/qimri
yindep/ qindep
y i nd i'r /q i nd i'r
yendom/qundom
yindaaji/qindâ pît













It does not appear to be useful to divide thé remaining content of this
gender into further subgroupings . Too many coula be made: animais, plants 3
natural phenomena, artefacts, etc.
yé/qiyé egg
yifcin/qifcin body
yjndàk/Qandàk excrément, of animais
yururjiin/qururjianin





type o f wild fowl
bée
type of wild fowl











/. / . / T /yida/qida
dibble—stick,
doorway




The last four words found in this gender form a link with thé single-
olass gender 6 (v.i.).
yifi/qifx méat
yaraf/qaraf fat
yimi'n/qimi'n type of durra
charcoal
The translations above refer to thé "plural", i.e., to dass 6. The
forms of dass 5 are to be translated as 'a (small) pièce of méat' , 'a
grain o f durra', etc.
There are six items where thé vowel following y in the singular is dif-
férent from thé vowel following q in thé plural, i.e., 'date', 'k-idney',
'udder' , 'excrément', 'stone', and 'ice'.
To thèse can be added thé following four items which hâve a variant





In all ten examples, the contrast is between y followed by one of the
high front vowels i, i, e in thé singular and rj followed by one of the
vowels u, o, 3, a in thé plural. If we wish to set up CV- shaped pré-
fixes based on this évidence, the choice is limited: yi_/qu- or yi-/qa_.
There is a slight indication that qa- might be thé more appropriate
basic form. In setting up qa- as basic we hâve to assume something like
thé following rules:
(1) qa- is realized as q before u.
(2) u is deleted following yi-.
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(Such icules are necessary to explain word.-ini.tial variation yi/r^u, e.g.
in the word 'heart'.) Conseauently, we should not find singular forms
starting with yu. In fact, there is but one such word, probably complex:
yurujiin 'àbsoess'. Conversely, if we set up qu- as thé basio form, we
would not expect singular forms starting with ya. Of thèse, however, we
hâve four: 'fruit o f down-palm', 'fat', 'brain(s)', and 'pebble'.
Again we hâve to stress that in thé absence of straightforward évidence
from thé ooncord System, such an analysis remains highly spéculative.
Words with initial y; dass 4 or dass 5?
A number of words with initial y are recorded in one form only. For thèse
words, it is not known which words have the other number missing acci-
dentally, and which words may form a one-class gender. It is not even
evident whether a particular item should be vegarded as a singular or
a plural, i.e., whether to regard it as dass 5 or elass 4, respectively.










yimii type of creeping weed
yëù place
Gender 6: g
In this gender, we find at least tao well-defined semantic groupings,




cf. wóórig 1/4 person of J. Turjuk
toorig 3 the village of J. Turjuk
qggçlç Taqali language
cf. wçgçlç 1/4 person from Taqali
tçgglç 3 the village Taqali
q^gdlraa Arabic









The remaining content of this gender is more difficult to characterize.











On the basis of the available data, this gender appears to be the most
common one. Gender 7/8 contains items from nearly all semantic group-
ings that have been distinguished within the other genders.
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Most of the nouns in this gender denoting persons are somewhat exoep-
tional. The word for 'person' has a supplétive plural (olass 4). Three
other words have an internai change j/p; they are either aompoimds or






kumbu/ (yi rmu 4 )
ko. judru/sa.jijdru
ka. jogrot/sa.jiogrot
No plural has been reoorded of the following word, which is known and
used all over Southern Kordofan.
kùjur/? magician
A sizable list of body parts
kaï/sai'
kéy/sey
















































, \ / . s \ /.kiris/sirisit
koróm/sormót
k s rumbe t/s e rumbs t
kjran/sjran
kulut/sulutet




















type of monitor lizard
Plants and parts of plants:
kybày-kybày
kof ó/sofo
ka j j am/ ?
kùr/sùrn























The olass prefix y(i)- -is deleted when following the genitival linker.
There are one or two examples indioating that this rule might be option-
al.
màra vna-mtèt goat path
tarak t-iqgàt eyelid
yarak y-iqgat eyelids
but: yoro yi-yàrag kraal for cows
kus k-i d i r baa!<bone
but: kùs ki-yindir bridge (of nose)
sam s-iqgat eyelashes
ciq c-iqat pupil (of eye)
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IV. VERBS
The data in the NOTES on verb morphology ave very sketchy. In particular,
we have been unable to systematize thé changes of vowels, tones, and,
less frequently, consonants which occur in thé varions inflected forms
so as to endble us to arrive at thé basic forms of the verbal stems
and of the inflectional af fixes.













The 2nd persan pi. prefix g- usually changes a following front vowel
to a baok vowel of the same height.
The 3rd persan sg. and pi. forms probably do not agrée with thé noun
olass of the subject. It should be noted, however, that no sentence hos
been recorded where the subject was not either a pronoun or a noun of
cl.l fw~; or cl.2 (LAB;.
The paradigm of a regulär verb includes at least the following four
"tenses" which are exemplified below by the verb 'to see'.
present tense:
y-i làm n-a.làm





'î  'ivilam t-xlam
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imperative:




The distinction between present and past tense is nearly always marked
by tone, which is usually LH(H) in the present tense and HL(L) in the
past tense. The pattern LL also occurs in the present tense as in the
example above; it is possible that this is a hearing error cf. the
variant yïlam 'J see'.
t-ini they kill
t-i'ni they killed
In addition to thé tonal différence, some verbs also show a low vowel
after the prefix in the present tense, and a front vowel in the past
tense.
yàndé I go yends J went
yàya I drink yiyà I drank
An internai vowel change (and a différent tone pattern) occurs with
thé verb 'to die '.
wùnik y ou die wùnàk you died
In thé imperative, some verbs take a prefix k-, and others take no pre-
fix. No phonological conditioning has been found, but it is possible
that only vowel-initial stems take this prefix, and if this were so,
then k might originally have been part of the root. In addition, thé
formation of the imperative often involves vowel changes and/or the
addition of a final vowel. - The plural of the imperative is formed
by adding -tan to the singular.
puró, pl. pïiró-dan cf. yùbifr,) j beat
nde, pl. ndé-dan af. yande I go
nena, pl. nena-dàn cf. nini hè knows
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k-iyà, pi. k-iya-daq of. àya he drinks
k-iyè, pi. k-iyè-dàn cf. tiyè they give
k-àna, pi. k-ana-dan of. inr he kills
The negative imperative is formed by an invariable element anak plus
an infleoted verb form. This verb form has thé usual 2nd persan pré-
fixes, but thé vowels and thé tones of thé stem differ from both thé
present and the past tense.
anak wonok, pi. anak nonok cf. unak he died
anak wey, pi. anak noy cf. wiyè y ou give
anak wundù, pi. anak nundu cf. ends he went
anak wanan, pi. anak nonan cf. ini he killed
In two examples., thé inflected verb form is preceded by ko-.
anak ko-wubri cf. yubifrj J beat
anak ko-wadiyù cf. téy he cuts
Inflected verb forms similar to the ones found in thé negative impera-
tive are also found occasionally in positive commande. They may repre-
sent a subjunctive-like tense.
q-ïsèrjék defecate ! (pi.)
w-algàllek, pi. q-olg^llèk laugh !
(Cf. thé imperatives for thé verb 'to be' below.)
Several supplétive forms have been recorded for thé verb 'to corne'.
wknjè y ou corne an je he cornes
wàndit you came andit he came
ogo, pi. ogo-dàn corne!
anak gwandlk don't corne'.
The verb 'to be' is inflected regularly, but has supplétive forms in thé





past: y i r i n ni'rin
/ \ / \
wirin nurin
r v / \irin tirin
The imperative of this verb is an inflected form which is preceded by
anak in the negative.
sg. waràk pi. nórok
neg. sg. anak waràk pi. anak qorok
Negation of the verb is expressed by a prefix k-, and this form is fol-
lowed by the verb 'to be' which is inflected for person. The only
examples corne from the verb 'to drink' and are preceded by the personal
pronoun.
tùgsn k-àya nèn hè does not drink
nègsn k-àya den they do not drink
tugan k-aya i'rïn he did not drink
negsn k-àya di'rin they did not drink
Negation of the verb 'to be ' is expressed by the form k-àrà in the
present tense, and by k-irsi(sg. j/k-ïranfpZ-. ) in the past tense.
yig^n k-àra yen J am not
nig^n k-ara nen we are not
yiĝ n k-ira yi'rin I was not
nlg^n k-iran di'rin we were not
A set of conjunct object pronouns has been recorded, but only in con-
nection with a Srd person sg. subject.
\ j
a"~ (hè ...) me
/
nu~ (hè ... J you sg.
0 (or: i- ?) (he _j him
- (he _j us
(hè ...) you
(hè ...) them
These forms are extraffted from the following examples:
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Musa adifàgni. Musa àn£qgj.f§gni Musa struok me,
Musa nufagni Musa nuqĝ .f§gni. etc.
Musa if§gnl Musa niijgifàgnï.
Musa àdubir Musa beat me
Musa nubir Musa beat you (sg. )
Note also the following imperative forms:
aya give me
nlyè give yourself
A form similar to thé Ist persan sg. objeot pronoun as desoribed above
is also found in tu>o other forms, i.e. :
yig^n i)lrs-§d§ I am afraid
yig^n kalm-àdé I am hungry
Very likely, thèse forms coula fce translated as 'I hâve fear/hunger' .
In that oase, -adé may hâve to be analysed as 'to-me-is' . Compare also
the following form:
\ , r \ / \ tusken gijiin neye
knife teeth has ? ihe knife is sharp
A verb -er ('to do'?) oocurs in thé partial past tense paradigm 'danee';
thé Ist person sg. pronoun is probably misspelled.
niĝ n kilay y-ar I (we?) danoed
ogan kilay w-er you danoed
tùĝ n kilay er he danced
Various types o ƒ nouns may be derived from verbs. The examples are not











V. VARIOUS NON-WRBAL, CLASSLESS WORDS
In this chapter, we shall deal with miscellaneous groups of words not
described elsewhere, -i.e. personal, interrogative, and indefinite pro
nouns, adverbiale of place and time, conjunctions, and interjections.
Independent personal pronouns exist for three persons in the singular
and the plural.
Ist sg. yig?n lat pi. niĝ n
2nd sg. og^n 2nd pi. noĝ n
3rd sg. tuĝ n 3rd pi. neg^n
The following spelling variants occur:
Ist pi.
2nd sg. ogón 2nd pi. nogon
Srd pi. negen
It is not known whether the following interrogative pronouns show any





The following two forms, however3 may well include the concordial ele-
ment -c-.
CcxnJ cinàcen whiah (boy)?
cittakèr other
The following eight items are desoribed as spatial adverbs or adnominals.





t̂ gay in front (of)
taran outside
tflaf (in thé) middle (of)
t^laq above
tiyoïn below, down
There ave three spatial démonstratives wkich may be correlated with thé
three séries of démonstratives (of. pp. 43 ff.).
nen hère (near speaker)
dag there (near hearer)
dik there (far from both speaker and hearer)
Another word for 'hère' ocours in thé following phrase (first item not
identified).
cùgun tinag hère he is!
Finally, there is one reduplicated locative adverb.
kadrji-kàdiji behind
Some adverbs of time are desoribed in thé NOTES as being linked to thé





Hère are some examples with verb forms.
yig^n jiimma yu yubi J am beating
yig^n jógón yàya I am (still), drinking
yig^n fwotto yaya I have not yet drunk
yig^n ijaàn yàya (then) I shall drink
In the first example3 the status of the syllable yu is not olear. Also,
it is likely that the verb should have a final consonant T, of. 'beat'
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-bir. Note also that the 'not-yet' form is built on the positive pre-
sent tense.








Little is known about thé position of thèse adverbs in sentences; but
'now' is dooumented in post-verbal, and 'tomorrow' in pré-verbal position.
ogen waya kàllà you are drinking now
ogan kamman wàya you will drink tomorrow
Two partiales, ko and na, have been reoorded once each with thé approx-
imate meaning 'and':
yimbst ko sagyaq goats and sheep
kumun nà kumun twenty (ten-plus-ten)





k§ma please, help yourself
VI. MISCELLANEOUS NOTES ON SYNTAX
The basic word order in verbal sentences appears to be Subject-Object-
Verb.
\ / fff \ f \
nig^n qoorig noqonyo
N ff f. v . / f f , \ t f . r t \
yirmoo y-alxartuum q^gdiraa toqenyo
we Orig we-spedk
à
people of-Khartwn Arabic they—spedk
The object also précèdes the verb in the imperative.
.
qen§k|
boy aalll - call the boy
yoji yitta sttà
charcoal one bring!
The same order is recorded for locative compléments and verbs.
tiyom optak
down it-fell




The word order Subject-Verb-Object hos been recorded in the following
sentence:
tiras ton yoenak f§raq
bull that mounts cow
Nominal predicates aonsist of a noun or an adôective plus an infleated
form of the verb 'to be'.
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yirmo yeyyan tini tsn
people these killers they-are
*• ' "•-,-,' -i ' xnsgan jiullo dirin
they good they-were
Negative verb forms appear to consist of a negative verbal noun plus an
infleoted form o f the verb 'to be'.
\ / , \ / - / \negsn kaya airin
they not-drinking they-^nere
Likewise, negative nominal predieates consist of (a noun or) an adjective
followed by a negative verbal noun 'not-being' plus an infleoted form
of the verb 'to be'; of. p.52. It seems that the adjective takes a suf-
fix -q in the past tense.
V / \ .,.,/, \ \ / l 'tugsn cullo kara (ijjen
he good not-being he-is
nègan jiùllo kàrà den they .. .
\ / \ / , \ / / ^tugsn culloi] kira irin
he good not-being he-was
negsn jiulloq kiran dirin they ...
In all our examples, when the subject is a personal pronoun (always re-
ferring to a human being) and thé nominal predioate is an adjeotive,
then thé adjective belongs to gender 9/10: c-/p-.,° of- also pp.45f.
In Chapter III we have noted that all modifiées follow their head noun.
The relative order of various adverbs and verbs hos been commented upon
above on pp.56f. The following example possibly indicates that the
negative marker of the imperative anak précèdes the object.
/ / , x.,,/ / \anak jiullo qorok
not good you-be!
In sentences where a gerund funotions as the predicate, it follows the
inflected verb 'to be'.
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kiraaq kikan nèn tiya
thing fhis it-is
wusken wewan nen kiran-tey
kn-îfe this it-is (thing?)-for-outting
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VII. ENGLISH - ORIG WORDLIST
This wordlist contains all lexical items occurring in the NOTES. Not
inoluded lieve are numérale above ten (cf. p. 42), personal pronouns
(of. p.55), demonstratives (of. pp.4Sff.), possessives (of. pp.45f.),
temporal auxiliaries (of. p.56), and verbal affixes (of. Ch. IV,
pp.49-54).
In principle, this wordlist gives all the alternative spellings of any
given word in the NOTES. Eowever, an alternative whioh differs only
by the absence of a diacritic mark is not listed. Morphological
variants, which occur primarily in the formation of plurals, are also
listed in füll. If an Orig word is known to be derived from a parti-
oular Arabic word, the latter is given in the transcription system used
in WEHE (1958). For example, the item 'sheep' appears in the NOTES with
the following spellings:
singular: kagóy, kàgoy, kagoy
plural : sàgyaq, sàgân, sogyaq
These variant spellings have been suwnarized by the following notation
System:
sheep kagoy/sàgyan
[pl. a/o, n/g; /LHL]
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above t^larç [/LL; a/a].
absoess, type 1 kóllogót/sóllogót;
(big, in any part of. boil n.
of body)





















yimbst ko sagyaq goats and sheep.
o x .6. naj
kumun nà kumun twenty (lit. ten and ten),
= thing.
\ ' , \ ' .yiracA)irac3
af. wrist.
pùnùdin;
p. p§tta one ont; p. pùmmà many ants.










ked ( i ) r aa/s id ( i ) r aa;
g^gdiraa Arabic language.
















ciq coryo (Ut. smalt ohild)/j\iq jiuryo _
jiorundon „ Jiiq jionndo.












/ \,w-arakj p 1. q-orok;
k-àrà (pres.);
























imp. pùro, pi. pùro-dàn;
neg. imp. anak ko-wubrï, pi. anak n-ubrî;
obj. prefix àdub^r, nubir Tue beat me, . .you;
n. ag. t-ubi'.
caqgarep;
< A r . ç anqaraib ;
cf. seat.




r i-, f f -\[/kimej.
tiyom [i/0? m/n]j'
of. lip.
^ -i\ '-ud^ro .
gai' qi duriji [/ all L];





cf. pupil, persan (pi.), zébra.
























yaràji/qaraja ( kar aji ? ) [ /LL ] .
= leaf.






faraq fi-jamus/yaraq yi-jamus dit. jamus-GOW);
< Ar. 'g'Srriüs.
quló.





































kus kallo/sus sallo (lit. thin bone) .
cimàf ut/pimàf ut .
kùbaq/sùbaqat .
= bedstead.
sg. : a pièce o f charcoal.
\\\ \.\\\\ r . ._„,yineene/qineene [ee/e, n/n ?J.





ku - j u d r u / s a -ji j'd r u ;
cf. big.
c/, mother— in-law.
wù l em/y 1 1 smet [ p l . -et/ -at ] .
1. kodireji/qodiréji , pi. /qudirijiet;




pres. (y-, w-, n-, ia-)anjè (3rd sg. - 3ï>d pi.);
past (y-, w-, n-, g-, t-)andit [t/k];
imp. ogo, pZ. ogo-dàn [ŝ . /HH, pZ. /HH-HL];
neg1, imp. anak gw-andik.
tiras ton yoenak f§raq












J. cigat con edam





< Ar. zarïba ?
f§raq/yaraq;
fàraq tàruk/yàraq tàrùkît oow luithout milk;








y-, w-èdi, téy, ta-dèy;
y-édèy, (y-, w-, t-)edi;
tiya, pi. tiyakaj'








k. y-ar, k. w-er, k. er I/you/(s)he danaed;
keqan kekkan nen ka-glay er
song this here (is) for-dancing.
yèù tlram (lit. plaoe - night ?)
v. tree, types of trees.




















imp. sèrjék, pi. 131-;
neg. imp. nen kijoqou, pi. nen kijoijou-taan.











pres. (y-, w-, t-)unik;
past (y-» w-? t-)unakj
imp. k-ùnukù, pZ. k-ùnukù-dan;




[sg. /HH; pi. e/x; pi. /LHL/LHH].






















verb: yiĝ n yugun y-inney
J (sleep) dreamt.
près, (y-, w-, n-, t-)àŷ , r^-oyó;
past y-, w-, n-, t-iyà, yâ (3rd sg, ) ,




neg. imp. 1. anak w-ayi/q-oyi;
2. kijoy, pi. kïjó
neg. k-aya,'
gerund t-aya.








































yiqgat/qiqgat \sg. i/i, /HH];
cf. brow} lid, eyelash.
kam k-iqgat/sam s-iqgat (lit. hair(s) of eye).
































-i'yanu [i/i> u/o, n/nn; /LLL/LHH] ,
càlal/pàlal [sg. /HH];
of. thurrib, nail.
kibi/s{b{yan [sg. /kibii] .
kilal/silal.
\ / / / \ / 'ciriya/jiiria.
*•-,*• ' . r^ /x /̂  nsokogmat [o/o/u].
1. (forearm ?) cambar/pambarat,;
2. udut munni.





coù/jiowot [sg. o/o; pi. /HH],
-arum [/HH].
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foul, wild; type l
fowl, wild; type 2
frag























pres. yè (Ist sg.), w-, t-ïyè;
past yè (Ist = 3rd sg.), w-iye;
imp. k-iyé [/HL] give (him) ! , pi. k-lyè-dan;
ayà give me'., niyè give yourselfl;
neg. imp. anak w-ey/q-oy.
-nde;
pres. (y-, w-)ande (3rd sg. = 3rd pi.);
past (y-, w-, t-)éndèj'
imp. nde, pi. ndé-dan;























èmme/èinménèt \e/i; pi. /LLL] .



















































kai/sai'(t) [i/ï/i, pi. /HL];
cf. ear of durra.
yindóq/qïndoqit Ti/i, i/s, pi. /LHH] .
yùr/qùrét \sg. also: yiret ?];
cf. intestines.





2. cogun tinarj here hè is'.



































kjrsf/sj'raf [s/i/e; /LL] .
' f-, i f ' U/i/e]; pi. /yfrél [i/e];
af. bowe t .
kamsék/simsikét;
qàrqan qa-kamsak iron ore (lit. stones of
iron) .
tijien ti-faqan/qajien qa-faqan


















près. (y-, w-, t-)ïni;
past (y-, w-, t-)inï;
imp. k-ana, pi. k-ana-dan;
neg. imp. anak w-anan/q-onan,
n. ag. tinl (pi.).
ylmbo/t]imbc3, pi. /yimboqit ?•
hollow of the knee = wrist.
b i si r/bi si'r 11.
wùskrn/yiskinit [ŝ . /vwskén];
< Ar. sikkin.
-qini;
present or past ? (yi-, wi-)qini.j-
imp. qsna, pi. qèna-dàn,;
neg. imp. anak w-agyén/q-ocyén.
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; sg. /LL; pi. /LHH/HHH] .
wummanyó.
-algalyak;
pres. y-, w-, n-algàlyak;
past y-, n-é"lg§lyàk;
imp. w-algàllek, pi. n.-oln.§llek ('. );
neg. imp. anak w-aalg§llek;
noun ààlgalyàk laughter.
k^datj/s^daq [a/e; HH/LL; kadsq/sidoqót].
-birjii;
pres. yi-, wù-, ni-b\rjii, pirjii;
past yi-, ni-, ti-b\rjii;
imp. psrjiE, pi. perjnan;




















t-iijgàt/yarak y-iqgat [sg. ... ta-rçgàt]
(lit. skin of eye).
i \\ \ f ,/ \ \ \ * \^( w)uriman/(,y J irimanit.
kinsi;










pres. nù-fùndàk (Ist sg., Ist, 2nd, 3rd pi.?),
wu- (2nd sg.), yi- (3rd sg.?);
past (y\-, wy-, ne-, nu-, ti-)f^ndàk;
imp. findakè, pi. findakkè-ta;







. \ . /kujur.
adapa;









kàdiré/sidirenin, pi. /sidirin [a/e];
kagoy wudire/sogyarç sidirenin rom.
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cor lifrî waxing moon.
anna/annanit \pl. /LLL].
1. odo/odot;
































càlàl ji-darai]/jiàlal jii-daraq (lit. finger of
outside).
peqan/pi rjnit [e/e; p1. uncevtain ].










































v. tree,, types o ƒ trees.


























kumbu/yirmu [pZ.. i/i/e, u/o/oo; sg. /HL];







cf. Sudan- Ar. kadruk.















' f -, ' l ^ \ T V / J _-raidu/-raiduat;
fraidu/yaraq yaraiduat a pregnant cow.
yiqgat yèèrmó (lit. black eye).




tlyom kïyóko (k- prefix ?)
down put .'





























































pres. y-ilam [/LH], (w-, n-)ilàm, q-ulïun,
t-ilam;
past (y-, w-, n-, t-)ilàm, ij-ulùmj
imp. k-ilme, pi. k-ïlmé-dàn;
neg. imp. anak w-èlmo/Q-olmo;
noun qïlàm; yilàq (?) sight.
-g an;
'seil', but 'buy' in Sudan-Ar.);
pres. y-Igni/y-ignay;
past y-igni;























neg. imp. anak w-agan/n-ógon;







knives teeth (have ?);
af. p.53.
kagoy/sagyan [pl. a/o, n/n; /LHL];





































past yïgfn yùgun yijre;
yigfn yugan adagam
I sleep get (?)•
cf. dream.





2. (strikes with tail, python ?) wàm/yàmat.
2. kùlut/sylutet.







































worni onniàk slave-raider (cf. slave).
kombu k- /yèrmó y- a stérile woman;





yirqàn/qàrqàn [sg. /HH; pi. /HHL];
cirqan/jiirqan small stone;







Musa if§gni M. struck (him)
(NOTES: M. stroke him .'?);





























yirèwsn/qïrèwsn [s/u; / all H].
dag.
dïk [i/el;




























k{ran/sjran [a/aa; n/g ; /LH].
calo/jialo.






















tree kofó/sofó [sa. /LL].
types of trees 1. baobab (adansonia digitata, S.Ar. tebeldi)
wor/yoron, pi. yiwurin;
cf. um-kaddaqi tree.
2. date-palm (phœnix dactylifera, Ar. nahl)
wsdamsr;
< Ar. tamr date(fruit);
yjdamar/n.sd9m3r [s/a] date.
3. doun-palm (hyphaene thebaica, Ar. daim)
wandok;
yamdok/rjaradok fruit of down—palm.
4. hammet (S.Ar. , a nut-bearing tree ?)
pil/yibilik.
5. jimmida (S.Ar., a sycomore ?)
wqryai3/yiwuryaq(it) \ f ] / n ] ,
6. laloba (S.Ar., also: heilig, balanites
aegyptiaca) purà/y^burà.
7. palnyra (borassus flabelliformis, S.Ar.
deleb) kur/surn;
ygmçno/qàmono fruit of palmyra.
8. sycomore (wild fig, ficus sycomorus, Ar.
gummaiz) w§nd§g§n/y§nd§g§n;
cf. jimmida.
9. tamarind (tamarindus indicus, S.Ar.
pó(ó)0nèn/yxbóqpèn [o/o].







toorig the village Turjuk;
wóórig/yóórig person/people frow Turjuk;
























































agn en what is it?
negan;
negan c 113 cùgug (n)en where is the boy?
cii] cinacèn which boy?
yómólök .
,kuru;





































yé yàraù (lit. red egg).
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